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ABSTRACT
Existing interactive segmentation methods mainly focus on opti-
mizing user interacting strategies, as well as making better use of
clicks provided by users. However, the intention of the interactive
segmentation model is to obtain high-quality masks with limited
user interactions, which are supposed to be applied to unlabeled
new images. But most existing methods overlooked the general-
ization ability of their models when witnessing new target scenes.
To overcome this problem, we propose a life-long evolution frame-
work for interactive models in this paper, which provides a possible
solution for dealing with dynamic target scenes with one single
model. Given several target scenes and an initial model trained
with labels on the limited closed dataset, our framework arranges
sequentially evolution steps on each target set. Specifically, we
propose an interactive-prototype module to generate and refine
pseudo masks, and apply a feature alignment module in order to
adapt the model to a new target scene and keep the performance on
previous images at the same time. All evolution steps above do not
require ground truth labels as supervision. We conduct thorough
experiments on PASCAL VOC, Cityscapes, and COCO datasets,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our framework in solving new
target datasets and maintaining performance on previous scenes at
the same time.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Image segmentation; Scene
understanding.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, with the rapid progresses of deep learning
techniques, enormous improvements have been made in computer
vision fields including semantic segmentation [3, 16, 23, 27], in-
stance segmentation [1, 10] and object detection [6, 19, 37], etc.
Interactive segmentation is a sub-task of semantic segmentation,
expecting the model to generate high-quality masks with the help
of limited user interactions. Many researchers have concerned
the efficiency of different interactive methods, such as iterative
clicks [21, 25, 45], bounding boxes [35, 44], and other specified
points [17, 26, 47]. Some other approaches pay their attention to
the segmentation quality by improving interactive information en-
coding [22, 29], applying multi-scale features [18, 31], and inserting
attention mechanisms [2, 9] to the models, etc. These methods are
trained with precise ground truth masks and achieved impressive
results with various testing policies.

However, there are a large number of images with different dis-
tributions and patterns in real-world application scenes, such as im-
ages from synthetic and reality, images taken from different camera
params, etc. With the original settings for interactive segmentation
tasks, if the model wants to segment a certain set of images, it
should be trained on a corresponding domain with precise label
masks. As shown in Fig. 1(a), previous interactive segmentation
methods trained their models with ground truth labels and tested
with user interactions on the same source dataset. But obtaining
such a large amount of ground truth labels is impractical due to
costly annotation and economic burden. Another obvious strat-
egy to solve such problem is the Domain Adaptation (DA) method.
As shown in Fig. 1(b), the model is trained on a labeled source
dataset and tested on unlabeled target images. However, a model is
only available for segmenting pre-defined specific datasets at each
moment, while is unable to deal with dynamic scenes encountered.

Considering all factors mentioned above, a continual adaptation
strategy can be applied to interactive segmentation tasks in order to
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Figure 1: Comparison of dataset management between (a)
previous interactive segmentation, (b) domain adaptation,
and (c) our life-long evolution framework.

allow the models to gradually improve their performance on target
scenes with various new styles and classes. Besides, adopting user
interactions is a natural and easy way to provide weak supervision
for further evolution of the model instead of requiring the costly
annotation burden and additional user efforts. Thus we establish
a life-long evolution framework for the interactive segmentation
model, making it possible to become a universal model and handle
images with different patterns or distributions with itself, the con-
cept is shown in Fig. 1(c). We use limited initial data with ground
truth to train an initial interactive model. The initial model is used
to generate coarse pseudo masks on the target dataset, which are re-
fined with our Interactive-ProtoType module. After that, the model
is further evolved with images from both the target set and initial
data with alignments applied among features. When our framework
is applied to real application situations, it can obtain abundant free
user interactions among the usage of our model, with which the
model can be further off-line evolved. The new evolved model can
provide better results on images that users applied while still keep
the performance on former datasets.

We conduct extensive experiments with the Pascal VOC 2012
[8], Cityscapes [5] and MS COCO [20]. We train the initial model
on PASCAL VOC dataset and test on the Cityscapes and COCO
datasets. Our approach could boost the model’s mIOU performance
from 73.7% to 79.4% and from 74.9% to 80.1% respectively, which
is a new state-of-the-art result in this field. In summary, the main
contributions of the paper are:

• We are the first to propose a life-long evolution framework
for interactive segmentationmodels, which takes freely avail-
able user interactions as supervision to guide the evolution
without any further pixel-level ground truth masks. The
evolved model has the ability to segment different target
scenes with distribution variety, and can maintain the per-
formance on previous witnessed images.

• An interactive-prototype module and a feature alignment
module are designed as the core components to extract reli-
able supervision from weak interaction hints and utilize the
information from previous images.

• Our experiments indicate that our framework can boost the
performance of the model on Cityscapes to 79.4% mIOU and
on COCO to 80.1% mIOU, which is a new state-of-the-art
result.

2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Interactive Segmentation
Interactive segmentation has a different type of network input
compared with semi-supervised [49–51] and unsupervised segmen-
tation [28, 41, 43] , as it concatenates user interactions as additional
information while training and testing. The types of interactions
provided vary from each other, such as clicks [21, 25, 45], bounding
boxes [35, 44], points [17, 26, 47], etc. Jiang et al.[13] provides a
back-propagating refinement scheme to correct mislabeled pixels
based on multiple-round user interactions. Lin et al. [21] empha-
sizes the importance of the first click in segmentation networks
during the entire user interaction period, where they introduced an
additional first click loss to supervise original click loss. These meth-
ods reach comparably better results while requiring multiple times
of user inputs and are time-consuming. Maninis et al. [26] chooses
four extreme points from each location of the object-of-interest,
obtaining bounding boxes from interactive points. However, when
coming up with long, thin, leaning objects, clicks will be redundant
and time-consuming for users. Zhang et al. [47] uses two diagonal
points for box selection and a foreground point to mark the object.
These methods have a unique pair of clicks for every single object,
but they fail to utilize the annotations to optimize the model in
open scene datasets.

Apart from traditional interactive segmentation methods, there
are also recent works that adopt continual learning strategies as
their methods. Zheng et al. [48] formulates a continual learning
problem for interactively improving the segmentation results on
new images in a known-classes dataset. However, the key structure
of this paper is indeed a semantic segmentation framework which
takes user annotations as weak labels to refine the segmentation
results. Theodora et al. [15] points out that user corrections can be
used as training examples to update the model, but they require a
specific finetuned model on each dataset, and the class information
from the ground-truth labels is restricted for alignments in the
experiments. These methods mainly focus the continual learning
sequences on a limited specific dataset pair, but fail to solve open
target scenes with different classes and patterns.

2.2 Domain Adaptation
Domain adaptation (DA) tasks focus on transferring models from
source data to target data[39, 46]. The images in source dataset
and target dataset have the same classes, while hold different do-
main distributions. A typical dataset setting for Domain Adaptation
tasks is adapting a model trained on synthetic images [33] to tar-
get real-world datasets [5]. To solve the problem, some methods
[14, 24, 32] use Maximum Mean Discrepancy to measure the distri-
bution divergence between different domains. Other researchers
adopt conditional distribution alignments among classes [14, 34],
separating classes into stuff and thing and making alignments ac-
cordingly [42]. In DA tasks, each model is trained only suitable for
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a single pair of the source-target domain, which lacks the ability to
adapt multiple target sets at the same time.

2.3 Pseudo-Mask Based Method
Pseudo masks are now widely used in Unsupervised training [30,
38, 40]. With a large amount of unlabeled data, pseudo masks are
generated by trained models to enlarge the labeled training set,
which is also known as Self-Training. When discussing an open
scene dataset, pseudo masks can quickly help ease the domain
shifting problems. Currently, most Domain Adaptation problems
need target domain pseudo masks to help generate much better
results, thus the quality of pseudo masks is rather important. Wang
et al. [42] generates pseudo masks based on confidence score and
calculates global adaptation loss to bridge the domain gap. Snell et
al. [36] points out that pseudo masks need to be refined to prevent
noisy labels from influencing results. They calculated the prototype
of each class and weigh the distance of each class pixel to refine
temporal pseudo masks.

3 METHODS
This section contains four parts. In Sec. 3.1, we introduce our life-
long evolution framework given an initialized model trained on a
limited amount of images with ground truth labels. In Sec. 3.2, we
describe a pseudo masks refinement process called the Interactive-
ProtoType module (IPT module), where the refined masks are used
as self-training labels in further steps. Sec. 3.3 introduces the fine-
tuning process after obtaining the refined pseudo masks, and the
feature alignment module applied within training. In the final Sec.
3.4, we emphasize some details about our evolution framework
when dealing with multiple datasets.

3.1 Framework Architecture
The overview of our framework is shown in Fig. 2. At the start
of our framework, we only have a limited number of images with
ground truth labels, which is considered as the initial dataset A.
We follow the interactive strategy in IOG [47], two diagonal back-
ground points shaping the bounding box and one foreground point
for each object. After receiving the interactive point pair from the
user, two Gaussian maps are generated based on the foreground and
background points respectively. The two Gaussian maps are then
concatenated with the RGB image into a 5-channel input, which
trains the model in the initializing stage. This model is considered
as the initial model trained on A with ground truth.

While the initial model processes new images in practical envi-
ronments, our framework collects the new images and correspond-
ing user interactions. They are then applied for life-long evolution
without any ground truth masks so that the model can better fit
practical environments. The collection of new images is denoted
here as dataset B. The proposed IPT module is responsible for gen-
erating refined pseudo-masks on B, as illustrated in the blue part
of Fig. 2. The initial model first inferences coarse pseudo masks
for each object based on interactions. The network output feature
and coarse mask are then calculated into three prototypes using
interactions as hints. Prototypes are used to filter the confidence
scores of each pixel in the feature and turn into confidence label
maps of the same size as the coarse pseudo mask. A voting method

is applied to select each pixel in the final refined mask. The IPT
module is responsible for producing pseudo masks for new data
and does not update the model parameters.

After obtaining the refined pseudo masks on B, we then finetune
the initial model in the Feature Alignment module. Both images in
A and B are sent into the network to extract the features. Images
from A are supervised with ground truth labels while the images
in B use refined masks as supervision, calculating a Maximum
Squares Loss [4] and a Feature Alignment loss.

3.2 Interactive-ProtoType Module
We first acquire the model from the initializing stage, and we have
the RGB images as dataset B with user interactions on each object.
Previous work [26, 47] only concatenates Gaussian maps generated
from interactions as input in order to make use of the interactions.
However, we argue that these interactive point pairs have abundant
information beyond simply generating the Gaussian maps as super-
vision. Based on the network structure in IOG [47], we add a pixel
prediction layer after the fourth convolution block of the Resnet
[11] structure, and in the IPT module this predictor is a binary
mask predictor, which takes image features from the segmentation
backbone as input, and outputs a 0-1 value binary mask. The output
of the predictor is a 2D mask representing the foreground possibil-
ity of each pixel. Thus we can obtain three components from the
network output with the same spatial size 𝐻 ×𝑊 : a coarse pseudo
mask M𝑝 from the segmentation prediction, a binary predictor
output M𝑏 and an image feature 𝐹 from the fourth layer of the
Resnet model.

To utilize the information from the above components, we calcu-
lated three different prototypes with additional information from
the foreground interactive point: global average prototype 𝑐 (𝑔) ,
center point prototype 𝑐 (𝑐) and edge prototype 𝑐 (𝑒) . Prototypes can
be calculated with :

𝑐 =
1
𝑍

𝐻𝑊∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑄𝑖𝐹𝑖 , (1)

where 𝐹𝑖 is the vector in feature map 𝐹 on pixel 𝑖 , 𝑍 is the value
sum of 𝑄 . For 𝑐 (𝑔) , 𝑄 = M𝑝 ⊙M𝑏 is the hadamard product ofM𝑝

and M𝑏 , so 𝑐 (𝑔) is the mean vector value in image feature with all
the pixels considered as foreground. For 𝑐 (𝑐) , we randomly sample
𝑥 foreground points around the original foreground point provided
by the user inside the coarse pseudo mask, and consider the mean
value of these 𝑥 + 1 point vectors as 𝑐 (𝑐) , so here 𝑄 is a binary map
where positions of the 𝑥 + 1 points are set to 1. For 𝑐 (𝑒) , the coarse
pseudo maskM𝑝 is eroded in order to extract the edge maskM𝑒

representing the edge position ofM𝑝 . Here 𝑄 in Eq. 1 is M𝑒 .
The squared Euclidean distance between a prototype and a vector

of pixel 𝑖 in feature map 𝐹 is calculated as:

𝑑 (𝑐, 𝐹𝑖 ) = ∥𝑐 − 𝐹𝑖 ∥2, (2)

so the confidence map of a prediction from a prototype is generated
as follows:

𝑃𝑖 =
exp(−𝑑 (𝑐, 𝐹𝑖 ))

exp(−𝑑 (𝑐, 𝐹𝑖 )) + exp(−𝑑 (𝑐, 𝐹𝑖 ))
, (3)

where 𝑃 is the predicted confidence map shaped as 1 ×𝐻 ×𝑊 , 𝑐 is
calculated with Eq.(1) by reversing 𝑄 to 𝑄 = 1 −𝑄 .
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Figure 2: An overview of our framework. Here, dataset A in the pink square has pixel-wise label masks, while dataset B in
the blue square only contains weak user interactions. In the initializing (init) stage, the model is initialized on dataset A with
ground-truth and interactions. The IPT module uses the trained model to generate coarse pseudo masks on dataset B, and
follows the pipeline to refine the masks. In the feature alignment module, the model extracts features from images in both
datasets A and B to arrange a feature alignment loss, and the network calculates the maximum square loss for the image in
dataset B.

With the three prototypes, we have 𝑃 (𝑔) , 𝑃 (𝑐) and 𝑃 (𝑒) indicating
confidence maps respectively. Pixel in a confidence map is more
likely to be considered as foreground point if its value is closer to 1.
Mean confidence score 𝑘 of each confidence map can be calculated
with Eq. 4:

𝑘 =

∑
𝑖 𝑃𝑖M𝑝𝑖∑
𝑖 M𝑝𝑖

, (4)

where 𝑖 is the non-zero pixel index in pseudo mask M𝑝 . As the
network already learned information from the center point Gauss-
ian map, we then let 𝑃 (𝑚) = 𝛼 × 𝑃 (𝑐) + 𝛽 × 𝑃 (𝑒) to merge the two
confidence maps, with a higher merging weight for edge confi-
dence map to emphasize more information in the edge pixels and
remove possible stria around large objects. Now 𝑘𝑐 , 𝑘𝑚 is calculated
from Eq. 4 respectively, and are further multiplied with parame-
ters 𝑚,𝑛 ∈ (0, 1). Pixel values in a confidence map bigger than
the threshold will be judged as foreground pixels, and thus we
obtain two final label mapsM𝑐 andM𝑚 calculated from the global
average prototype and edge & center merged prototype.

A voting mechanism is then applied to the existing three label
maps M𝑝 , M𝑐 and M𝑚 . Define 𝑝 = M𝑝 + M𝑐 + M𝑚 , the final
refined maskM is calculated with Eq. 5:

M𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖 × 𝑝𝑖 , (5)

where

𝛿𝑖 =


1
𝑝𝑖
, 𝑝𝑖 ≥ 2

0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(6)

𝑝𝑖 is the pixel value in 𝑝 . The refined mask M has the same shape
as the coarse pseudo mask and is refined under the supervision of
global, point, and edge information.

3.3 Feature Alignment & Training
Now that we have refined the pseudo masks on dataset B through
the IPT module, in this section we explain the following training
process and feature alignments among training.

In the Feature Alignment module the predictor consists of a
segmentation head same structure as the head in the IPT module
and an additional classifier head. The feature of the image from
dataset B is extracted from the network backbone and is firstly
sent into the classifier which has 𝑛 + 1 channels, and the output is a
1D class probability representing which class the object belongs to.
Here 𝑛 is the number of classes in datasetA, and parameters for the
first 𝑛 channels of the classifier come from the previously trained
n-channel classifier in the initial stage. The extra one channel is
randomly initialized for the unseen classes in new data B. This
classifier is supervised in the alignment training process with the
sampled images from dataset A.

When the predictor judges the image in B to be classes seen in
A, the model samples an image of the same class in A for further
alignment. If the image is considered an unseen class, a random
image is sampled to format a class-agnostic binary objectness align-
ment. Two image features from both datasets A and B are then
segmented by the segmentation head and receive binary 2D masks
as output for for calculating the segmentation loss.
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After image features 𝐹𝑎 , 𝐹𝑏 , which represent features of image
fromA andB respectively, are extracted from network, , two global
average prototypes 𝑐𝑎 , 𝑐𝑏 for each image can be calculated with Eq.
1, and a predictor output M′

𝑏
shaped as 1 × 𝐻 ×𝑊 which is not

binarylized, representing the possibility of the foreground point
on each pixel. We arrange a feature alignment loss based on two
prototypes from image pair of the same class, the loss function is
shown in Eq. 7:

L𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡 = ∥𝑐𝑎 − 𝑐𝑏 ∥2 +∑
𝑖

1
M′

𝑏𝑖

∥𝐹𝑏𝑖 − 𝑐𝑎 ∥2, (7)

where 𝑖 is the non-zero pixel index in the pseudo maskM𝑝 ,M
′

𝑏𝑖
and 𝐹𝑏𝑖 is the value on the corresponding pixel position. When
considering unknown class images, L𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡 is simply calculated as:

L𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡 = ∥𝑐𝑎 − 𝑐𝑏 ∥2, (8)

we remove the pixel-level alignment in the second part of Eq. 7,
as the foreground pixels have different features compared with
the randomly sampled images from dataset A. But we keep the
squared Euclidean distance part of the loss function to align possible
distribution similarity of the foreground object from both datasets
and keep the model witnessing previous dataset images.

Additionally, we apply the Maximum Square Loss [4] to balance
the gradient change. The loss function for known class images is
defined as:

L𝑚𝑎𝑥 = −1
2

𝐻𝑊∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐶∑︁
𝑐=1

(𝑝𝑖,𝑐 )2, (9)

𝑝𝑖,𝑐 is the prediction value of class 𝑐 at pixel index 𝑖 in the predictor
output. For the binary prediction layer of unknown class images,
maximum square loss is calculated as:

L𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
∑
𝑖 (−𝑝2

𝑖
− (1 − 𝑝𝑖 )2), (10)

where 𝑖 is the pixel index in the predictor output M′

𝑏
, 𝑝𝑖 is the

foreground possibility of pixel 𝑖 .
With two binary cross entropy losses L𝑎

𝑐𝑒 , L𝑏
𝑐𝑒 calculated from

the image predictions, the final loss value for an image pair is shown
in Eq. 11:

L = L𝑎
𝑐𝑒 + L𝑏

𝑐𝑒 + L𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑡 + L𝑚𝑎𝑥 . (11)

3.4 Evolution Sequence on Multi-Datasets
In the previous sections, we describe the details of how our life-long
evolution framework operates on two datasets. Here we will discuss
how to arrange an evolution sequence on multiple datasets, which
meets the real situation our framework is about to encounter. A
brief concept figure of the evolution procedure is shown in Fig. 3.

With all of our modules mentioned in previous subsections, the
first evolution step from initial dataset A to dataset B was com-
pleted successfully. The only difference in the following evolution
steps is that all the previous images learned by the current model
are merged into one combined dataset, and is randomly sampled
in Sec. 3.3 when training with images from the new dataset. All
images the model trained with only have interactive hints and re-
fined pseudo masks except for the initial closed dataset, which has
limited images and ground truth labels. If more images with ground
truth labels are seen by our framework, they can be added to the

model

Image

pseudo 
mask

Dataset CImage Dataset B

Init dataset A with gt label

Initializing stage

+

pseudo 
mask

+

Dataset D
……

evolving step                 pseudo mask generating with IPT module
training with FA module  

Figure 3: A brief concept figure of the evolution sequence
on our framework with multiple datasets. The model is ini-
tialized with images and ground truth from dataset A in
initializing stage, and evolves to datasets B and C gradually
by generating refined pseudo masks and feature alignment
training.

merged dataset pool, enlarging the known classes and enhancing
the segmentation results.

4 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct several evolution sequences for the initial interactive
model trained on a closed dataset with ground truth labels. We keep
settings from the previous work [47]: two diagonal background
points and a foreground point representing the object of interest.
The model of our framework is initialized on PASCAL VOC [8],
and evolves to Cityscapes [5] and COCO [20] datasets in different
settings. In Sec. 4.1 we introduce our datasets details, the parame-
ter settings in our interactive-prototype module and the training
processes. Sec. 4.2 is where we compare the performance and the
evolution ability of our framework with some of the other interac-
tive segmentation methods. Sec. 4.3 presents the ablation studies
on each part of our framework. Note that the ground truth masks
are never used in all our training procedures except initializing
stage. The following experiments show that our method achieves
promising results without the supervision of pixel-level masks.

4.1 Implementation Details
4.1.1 Datasets. We follow the same interactive strategy as pre-
vious work IOG [47]. All of our experiments in Sec 4.2 are using
PASCAL VOC [8] augmented with SBD dataset as the closed train-
ing set for generating the initial interactive segmentation model,
if without any further illustration. Cityscapes [5] dataset is con-
sidered to be the second interactive dataset, which contains 2,975
images with 52,004 unique objects. We do not follow the setting
of COCO mini-val (COCO Mval) dataset used in previous works
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[26, 47], as COCO Mval only contains 800 images with 800 in-
stances, the amount of the images is too small to be involved in
our evolution framework. Instead, we randomly sample 10% of the
entire COCO2017 training set, including 11,901 images with 83,070
objects, while keeping the entire validation set as usual. All the
COCO dataset mentioned in the following sections represents the
sampled COCO2017 dataset, without exceptions.

4.1.2 IPT module. In the interactive-prototype module, we gen-
erate and refine the pseudo masks on target training sets from the
network predictions of the initial model. The radius of Gaussian
maps generated from the interaction points is set to 10. The pa-
rameter 𝑥 mentioned in Sec. 3.2 when conducting the center point
prototype is set to 3 in the IPT module. The merging weight for the
edge confidencemap is 0.7, higher than the 0.3 set for the centermap.
The erosion applied to the coarse pseudo masks is implemented
by OpenCV package with the kernel size = 5 × 5 and iteration =
3. Through the experiments, the parameter values mentioned in
Section 3.2, which are used to multiply 𝑘 into threshold, show the
best results for pseudo masks at𝑚 = 0.70, 𝑛 = 0.75 respectively.
The effectiveness of the IPT module will be shown in Section 4.3.1.

4.1.3 Training Details. Our initial model is trained on either
PASCAL VOC only or PASCAL VOC augmented with SBD dataset
for a maximum of 100 epochs. For further evolution steps, the model
is trained on Cityscapes with 20 epochs, and on COCO with 10
epochs. All the processes in the IPT module are offline to prevent
distribution fluctuation when seeing new domain features at the
start. A loss percentage decay is also applied to the cross-entropy
loss of the previous dataset, linearly decreasing to 0.1 throughout
the training epochs, in order to ease the possible domain gap be-
tween different datasets. We use SGD as our optimizer, the learning
rate, weight decay, and momentum are set to 1 × 10−9, 5 × 10−4,
and 0.9, respectively. Among all the training steps, we set the batch
size at 16, each image is randomly zoomed and rotated, cropped
from the original image based on interactive points, and resized
to 512×512. We use ResNet-101 [11] pretrained on ImageNet [7]
as our image feature extractor backbone, and a additional pixel
prediction layer is added after the output feature map of Resnet
[11]. The number of classes set to the predictor follows the settings
mentioned in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.4 respectively. In our experiment
PASCAL VOC has 21 classes, so the channel of predictor output is
set to 22, adding an additional unknown class. When reprocessing
the model following IOG [47] settings, we could only obtain model
performance on Cityscapes at 77.2% mIoU, which is announced in
the paper as 77.9% instead. All the experiments below are based
on our reprocessed model, and evaluation results will be shown
accordingly.

4.2 Compared with Previous Works
Wefirst compare previous works on three benchmarks, i.e., PASCAL
VOC [8], Cityscapes [5] and COCO [20]. Table 1 shows the number
of clicks required from different methods (or restricted by methods
such as [26] and [47]) to reach a certain performance on each
dataset, and a click mIoU is also measured for each method. The
click mIOU is the value of the prediction results when restricting a
method with a certain number of input clicks. Here we set the click

Table 1: Comparison with previous works. Here we set 3 as
the restricted click number, and cIoU is the performance of
each method with 3 interactive clicks.

Test Dataset VOC@85% Cityscapes@80% COCO@85%
Method NoC cIoU NoC cIoU NoC cIoU

iFCN[45] 6.9 - - - 8.06 -
Li et al.[17] - - - - 7.86 -
ITIS[25] 3.4 83.2 - 65.2 - 68.2
FCTSFN[12] 4.6 79.7 - 59.8 9.62 37.5
DEXTR[26] 4 91.5 4 76.4 4 78.3
IOG[47] 3 93.2 3 77.9 3 74.9

Ours 3 93.2 3 79.5 3 80.1

number to be 3, as our method only simulates three points from the
user, except DEXTR [26] which restricts their method to acquire
four points. Both our results on Cityscapes and COCO come from
the initial model trained on VOC and our evolution framework
once, that is, VOC to Cityscapes and VOC to COCO. All the results
listed in Table 1 are not finetuned by ground truth labels.

It can be seen from Table 1 that our framework achieves the
improvement of 2.3% and 1.8% on Cityscapes and COCO compared
with previous state-of-the-art respectively. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of our evolution framework in dealing with datasets
that differ from the initially trained dataset, and is able to achieve
better performance without any pixel-wise masks finetuning.

To further examine the ability of our life-long evolution frame-
work, we arrange several evolution processes using PASCAL VOC,
Cityscapes, and COCO datasets. First, the model is trained on
augmented PASCAL VOC and applied with our framework to
Cityscapes, and then evolves to COCO eventually, simulating the
situation when the model encounters different datasets in order,
and testing its performance on all the three datasets after the evolu-
tion. We compare with IOG [47] and DEXTR [26], the experiment
results are shown in Table 2. All the finetune steps of these two
methods in Table 2 are using ground truth from the corresponding
dataset, while our method keeps interactive information as hints
and avoids ground truth supervision.

From the first column among Cityscapes and COCO dataset,
it is shown that our life-long evolution framework can provide
better results on Cityscapes and COCO dataset compared with
previous works without any supervision of ground truth labels.
And under each time step with *, which means that other previous
works already finetuned to additional datasets with ground truth
labels, our framework also maintains a promising score on VOC and
Cityscapes after evolving more datasets respectively. The results of
our method in the last column from Table 1 and Table 2 differ, as
the model in Table 1 directly evolved from VOC to COCO, while
another model runs an evolution sequence from VOC to Cityscapes,
and COCO eventually.

4.3 Ablation Study
In the following subsections of the ablation study, most of themodel,
if not specified, is trained with ground truth only on PASCAL VOC
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Table 2: The performance of our framework on three datasets
compared with previous works. The Time step in the table de-
notes different training processes of themodel. 𝑡 = 0 is the ini-
tial model, 𝑡 = 1 is the initial model finetuned to Cityscapes,
𝑡 = 2 is 𝑡 = 1 model finetuned to COCO. * denotes IOG and
DEXTR are finetuned with ground truth labels, but ours is
not.

Evaluated set VOC Cityscapes COCO
Time Step 𝑡 = 0 𝑡 = 1* 𝑡 = 2* 𝑡 = 1 𝑡 = 2* 𝑡 = 2

DEXTR[26] 91.5 87.8 88.4 76.4 76.9 78.3
Methods IOG[47] 93.2 87.3 87.6 77.9 78.4 74.9

Ours 93.2 92.6 92.7 79.5 79.3 79.8

dataset as the initial model, and applied to Cityscapes or COCO
with our life-long evolution framework step by step. We only use
simulated user interactions instead of ground truth labels through
our entire framework.

4.3.1 IPT module. After acquiring the initial model, the first step
is to generate and refine the pseudo masks on Cityscapes training
set. However, in order to follow the rule of not witnessing any
ground truth labels of the images used in training, we test our
method on the validation set of Cityscapes. We perform an ablation
study on the Interactive-ProtoType module (IPT module) to validate
the improvement of each step. The results are shown in Table 3.
The global average prototype (GAP), center point, and edge maps
bring an improvement on pseudo masks mIOU of 0.8%, 0.4%, and
0.6%, respectively, and have an entire performance boost of 1.1%.
We then merge the edge and center point confidence maps with
the weight of 0.7 and 0.3 respectively, along with the initial mask
and the GAP confidence map to vote for the final pseudo masks
in order to filter possible noises, and we receive an additional rise
of 0.2% on mIOU. Methods without voting calculate final pseudo
masks through weighted sum, with the weight of 0.8 for coarse
pseudo masks and 0.2 for the rest of the maps equally. Fig. 4 shows
the comparison of pseudo masks before and after our IPT module
on Cityscapes and COCO dataset. From (c) in Fig. 4 it is clear that
the eroded edge still has the mislabeled area on the right-top of
the main object, but after taking the GAP confidence map into
consideration and voting strategy, the refined mask correct that
mistake. Though there are still hard cases such as mislabeled legs
from the background person, the IPT module can indeed improve
the quality of the pseudo masks.

4.3.2 Feature Alignment module. In this section, we will make
ablation studies on the training procedure after obtaining the re-
fined pseudo masks on target training sets, discussing the impor-
tance of each module and the different amount of data used for
training the initial model. All the results announced in the following
tables are based on Cityscapes and COCO validation set.

First, the experimental results shown in Table 4 are based on
one single evolution process of our framework from PASCAL VOC
to Cityscapes and COCO respectively. The initial model evaluates
73.7% and 74.9% mIOU without any further steps, which is the
Baseline setting in the Table. After 20 epochs of self-training on
Cityscapes and 10 epochs on COCO separately, using pseudo masks

Table 3: Ablation study on interactive-prototypemodule. The
pseudo masks mIOU is evaluated on Cityscapes validation
set.

Global Center Edge Mer.& Vot. mIOU

73.7√
74.5√
74.1√
74.3

√ √ √
74.8√ √ √ √
75.0

(a)                     (b)                     (c)                      (d)

Figure 4: Visualization of images and pseudo masks refine-
ment on Cityscapes and COCO. (a) is the original RGB image.
(b) is the initial pseudomasks generated from the network. (c)
is the heatmap of the eroded edge highlighting the edge pro-
totype calculated area. (d) is the final refined pseudo mask.

generated from the initial model directly, its performance reaches
77.3% and 78.1% mIOU. For Cityscapes, the result has a 1.1% and
1.4% rise after adding the Interactive-ProtoType module (IPT) and
feature alignment module (FA) respectively. While for COCO, the
improvement for the result is 1.1% and 0.6%. The IPT module brings
a better rise on COCO, while the FA module reaches a higher result
on Cityscapes compared with each other. The reason for this sit-
uation is that all the classes in Cityscapes are already included in
PASCAL VOC, which means that each object in Cityscapes images
can be aligned with an object of the same class in PASCAL VOC
and its ground truth. However, images in COCO have 80 classes
compared with 21 classes in PASCAL VOC, and objects in COCO
are more ambiguous and complex, thus the IPT module can con-
tribute more to refining the stria among object edges. And when
both IPT and FA module is applied, our model reaches the result
of 79.4% and 80.1% in total. The last row of the table indicates the
result of the initial model finetuned with ground truth, which is
considered as upper bound of the task.

In order to figure out the effectiveness of our feature alignment
loss function, we arrange an ablation study on Eq. 7, 8 to figure
out how the loss function influences the results when witnessing
unseen class images in a new dataset. We define 𝐴 = ∥𝑐𝑎 − 𝑐𝑏 ∥2,
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Table 4: Ablation study on training procedure and the upper-
bound of themodel. Here STmeans self-training, IPT denotes
interactive-prototype module, FA means feature alignment
module. Upperbound is the result of initial model finetune
with ground truth. All the results are evaluated on Cityscapes
validation set.

Model Settings (mIoU) Cityscapes COCO

Baseline 73.7 74.9
+ST 77.3 78.1
+ST +IPT 78.4 79.2
+ST +FA 78.8 78.7

+ST +IPT +FA 79.4 80.1

Upperbound 82.2 82.6

Table 5: Ablation study on feature alignment loss function.
Three settings are applied to emphasize the necessity of dif-
ferent structures between seen and unseen class images.

A B COCO VOC
√ √

78.2 92.4
Component in Eq. 8 79.7 91.9√

79.8 92.7

𝐵 =
∑
𝑖

1
M′

𝑏𝑖

∥𝐹𝑏𝑖 − 𝑐𝑎 ∥2 in Table 4, thus the original Eq. 7 = A + B,

Eq. 8 = A. We train the model on VOC datasets with ground-truth
labels, and then evolve it to COCO dataset, the results are shown
in Table 5. In the first row, the mIOU on COCO decreases because
the pixel-wise alignment in the second part of Eq. 7 miss-match the
features of two images of different classes, while the mIOU on VOC
remains a comparable level as the image is sampled as usual. In the
second row, the result on COCO has a minor difference, while mIOU
on VOC drops as the knowledge from COCO cannot be utilized
to improve the performance on VOC images. The last row is our
original setting for Eq. 8.

We then establish a brief comparison of the different amounts of
data usage with ground truth when training the initial model. The
training epochs in the initializing stage are both set to 100. As shown
in Table 6, when simply running the baseline without any other
steps, the performances on both Cityscapes and COCO highlight
the importance of the image amounts with the ground truth label
used in the initial model training. Self-training strategy brings
bigger improvement on models only initialized on VOC dataset, as
these models learn fewer images at the previous step, which can be
eased by the pseudo label supervision finetuning. After applying
the entire methods in our framework, the original performance gap
has been reduced to a comparable situation, indicating that our
framework can overcome the lack of image & ground truth data
usage when initializing the model.

In order to figure out how the number of new dataset images
influences the learning process, we further divide the Cityscapes
dataset into four random-selected subsets and train each one of
them step by step to simulate a small evolution sequence within

Table 6: Experiment on observing the influence of the
amount of image & ground-truth usage in initializing stage.

eval dataset Cityscapes COCO
init dataset VOC VOC + SBD VOC VOC + SBD

Baseline 73.7 77.2 70.8 74.9
+ ST 77.3 78.1 76.8 78.1
+ ST + IPT + FA 79.4 79.5 79.7 80.1

one dataset. We use the model initialized only on PASCAL VOC,
and each subset is trained over 20 epochs from the previous evolved
model, so after all four subsets are trained, the model learns the
same amount of images compared with our settings previously men-
tioned in Sec. 4.1.3. As shown in Table 7, our model can improve its
performance on the validation set from 73.7% to 78.3% with the help
of only 25% of the entire images with user interactions. Through
the sequence of additional images applied, the performance of our
model further increases to the maximum of 79.3% mIOU, mainly
reaching the result previously mentioned. Some minor fluctuation
may have occurred due to the learning rate change at the beginning
of each training procedure.

Table 7: Evaluation results of a small simulated life-long evo-
lution sequence. Percentage of Cityscapes dataset represents
different amounts of subset applied, whereas each of the
percentage models is trained on the previous one with the
corresponding Cityscapes subset.

# Images None 25% 50% 75% Full

mIoU 73.7 78.3 78.9 79.2 79.3

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we illustrate the necessity and importance of the inter-
active segmentation model to be capable of dealing with open scene
images, which has been neglected by previous researchers. Specifi-
cally, we propose a life-long evolution framework for the interactive
segmentation model, which allows it to evolve on unlabeled new
target scenes by learning low-cost interactions provided by users.
We conduct thorough experiments to show that with the help of
our evolution framework, the interactive segmentation model man-
ages to generalize without ground truth labels on different target
datasets, and meanwhile remains a promising performance on pre-
viously witnessed scenes, demonstrating it as a practical way to
interactively segment images from different domains within one
single model.
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